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Don’t yearn for  
lucky breaks; builD  

a gooD-fortune 
skill set

For some people, success seems fated or shrouded 
in mystery. But in Earning Serendipity, Glenn 
Llopis will show you that most positive changes in 
fortune—in careers or in corporate ventures—are 
no mystery at all.

We all have control over the path to 
prosperity. Progression along that path is the result 
of a rare combination of skills that you can develop 
and apply in your career, business, and life. These 
four skills are

•  Seeing with circular vision: Broaden your 
observation beyond what you seek and beyond 
the obvious details before you, and enlarge your 
field of opportunities; search within conversa-
tions and adverse circumstances for possibilities.

•  Sowing entrepreneurial seeds: When 
good vision is met with consistent, hand-dirtying 
execution every day, the result is a stable, growing 
fortune; focus on proper timing and proper depth.

•  Growing seeds of greatest potential: Learn 
how to recognize the most promising oppor-
tunities and give them the right amount of 
attention; don’t let the best opportunities wilt 
and don’t waste energy on opportunities with 
limited potential. 

•  Sharing the harvest: Focus on meeting 
others’ needs to improve personal good fortune; 
make generosity part of your purpose, an integral 
part of the DNA of your career or company.

Those who master this quartet tap into a power 
most never reach: the power to create and sustain 
a momentum of good fortune. This ability to earn 
serendipity can elevate your career or company 
quicker than any single force. And with the skills 
explored in this book, you will be catapulted onto 
the path of prosperity.
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about the author
Glenn Llopis (pronunciation: `yō-pēs) combines 
a UCLA education with fast-tracked years at 
the Gallo Wine Company and Sunkist, where 
at twenty-six, he became the youngest senior 
manager in the company’s 100-plus-year history. 
His early successes opened the door for his next 
endeavor—vice president of the $1 billion Norway 
Seafood Co. at only thirty years old. In the years 
since, Llopis has parlayed his Cuban upbringing 
and corporate experience into business ventures 
that have appeared in the New York Times and 
Los Angeles Times, and on Larry King Live and 
Good Morning America. He also is a member of 
the board of advisors of the Society and Business 
Lab at the Marshall School of Business at USC. 
He currently resides in Irvine, California. 

“It’s no coincidence you picked up Earning Serendipity by Glenn Llopis. 
Its philosophical approach to business is fresh and interesting, with a 

touch of elder wisdom. Take my advice and read this book.”

—Ken Blanchard, coauthor of the bestsellers  
The One Minute Manager® and The One Minute Entrepreneur™

“The most courageous journey that I know is the journey within. Start 
there and realize how Earning Serendipity will be your road map for 

extraordinary outcomes in your life and the lives of others.”

—Vince Poscente, author of the New York Times bestseller The Age of Speed
 

“Earning Serendipity offers a fascinating set of ideas and tools you can use to create 
meaningful, sustainable change in your work and in the rest of your life.” 

—dr. stewart Friedman, author of the USA Today bestseller  
Total Leadership: Be a Better Leader, Have a Richer Life;  

practice professor of management at the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania

“Earning Serendipity took me on a ride through a world I had never fully 
considered before. Llopis is absolutely right: there is more happening 
around us than we realize, and good fortune is there for the taking.”

—steVe FarBer, author of The Radical Leap:  
A Personal Lesson in Extreme Leadership 

“In our challenging and uncertain times, Glenn Llopis presents clear and 
positive lessons for a new form of enlightened business—one that addresses 

both the professional and civic responsibilities of his audience.”

—adlai wertman, professor of clinical management and 
organization, founding director of the Society and Business Lab, 
Marshall School of Business, University of Southern California
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“Whether you’re a first-time sales rep or a Fortune 500 CEO, this book is 
sure to make your world a much wealthier, healthier place. How refreshing 

to read practical business advice that comes straight from the heart.” 
—Keith Ferrazzi, coauthor of the Wall Street Journal bestseller  

Never Eat Alone: And Other Secrets to Success, One Relationship at a Time
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{ }4 skills for creating and sustaining 

gooD fortune in your Work
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